Clinical, Cytological and Chemotherapy aspects of Plasmacytoid Sticker Tumor in a dog – case report
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Abstract: Sticker tumor or transmissible venereal tumor (TVT) is a contagious cancer of high prevalence in dogs which spread usually occurs through sexual contact. Macroscopically are cauliflower-like and can be pedunculated, nodular, papillary or multilobulated. During palpation, the tumor shows firm consistency, friable and hemorrhagic. Often the surface displays ulcers. Clinical signs associated with cytology findings allow the diagnosis of the disease. This report aims to describe the clinical and cytological findings of a Plasmacytoid Sticker Tumor diagnosed in a male canine, as well as the involution of the tumor after the established antineoplastic therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Sticker tumor or Transmissible Venereal Tumor (TVT) is a contagious cancer of high prevalence in Brazil [1]. The spread occurs most commonly through sexual contact, although it can be transmitted through licking or direct contact with affected sites [2]. It presents a single or multiple forms, being located in the mucosa of the external genitalia, nose, mouth, eyes or skin. In rare cases it can extend into adjacent tissues and reach the lymphatic and/or blood stream, causing metastases in other organs distant from the primary site such as the breast, lung, spleen and brain. In primary sites have structure like cauliflower, pedunculated, nodular, papillary or multilobulated. During palpation, the tumor shows firm consistency, friable, hemorrhagic and often the surface displays ulcerations [3].

These tumors are classified according to morphology of the predominant cell type in: plasmacytoid TVT and lymphocytoid TVT. Plasmacytoid tumor has ovoid morphology, more abundant cytoplasm and eccentric nucleus; while lymphocytoids tumors have rounded morphology, little and finely granular cytoplasm with presence of vacuoles that accompany the periphery of the cell. The nucleus is central, rounded, with coarse chromatin present and one or two prominent nucleoli. The significant difference in DNA damage between TVT cell types indicates the existence of distinct cell lineages in which the type plasmacytoid is associated with higher amounts of DNA breaks. In view of this, it is believed that this type is more aggressive and has a higher degree of malignancy, compared with the lymphocytoid or mixed morphology [4]. Diagnosis is based on clinical signs, macroscopic characteristics and cytological or histopathological findings. Cytology is often the method of choice [5].

The most effective treatments are chemotherapy, particularly vincristine sulfate, and radiotherapy. Most of these tumors respond very well to treatment with vincristine sulfate; but others, both genital and extragenital, may prove unresponsive. In these cases the recommended treatment includes doxorubicin, methotrexate or radiotherapy [1]. This report aims to describe a case of Plasmacytoid Sticker Tumor in a male canine, as well as its clinical, diagnostic and therapeutic implications.

CASE HISTORY

A male canine, cross breed, about 12 years old, 13.5 kg, was referred to the Veterinary Hospital of the Federal University of Pelotas (HCV-UFPel). The patient was removed from the street and taken to clinical evaluation, when it was observed vision impairment with presence of pigmentation in both corneas and intense pruritus in both ear canals. All the other parameters assessed during the physical examination were within physiological limits. The examination of the genital area detected, after complete exposure of the penis, injury with cauliflower appearance, about 3 cm, erythematous, irregular, friable and hemorrhagic (Figure 1). Palpation revealed the presence of an adhered mass of soft consistency. No
other dermatologic or systemic change was detected during clinical examination.

Samples were collected through “imprint” of penile mass to perform cytological examination. Cytology showed the presence of ovoid cells with eccentric nuclei and abundant cytoplasm (Figure 2). Considering the cell pattern observed in cytological examination and the clinical characteristics of the lesion, we conclude that this is Sticker tumor subtype plasmacytoid. Prior to the start of treatment was carried out blood count and biochemical analysis of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase (AP), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), creatinine and urea, as well as albumin. No alterations were detected in the results of the examinations. Then, antineoplastic therapy was established with vincristine sulfate, 0.5 mg/m² intravenously weekly, until tumor remission. After the first administration of vincristine sulfate, there was a reduction of approximately 30% of penile tumor mass. In the second application was observed reduction of around 20% more mass. In the third session, the dose of antineoplastic went to 0.7mg/m² in order to increase the therapeutic response. Hematological and blood chemistry monitoring was performed weekly, during the drug administration period; aiming to detect any changes resulting from the use of this drug. No changes were observed in the red blood cells during the period. There was mild leucopenia with significant reduction in total leukocyte count and neutrophils after the first administration, but these values fluctuated during the rest periods. Serum levels of AP, ALT, AST, urea and creatinine enzymes, as well as the serum albumin levels remained physiological parameters during the chemotherapy period. After the end of the three chemotherapy sessions, there was obtained complete remission of the tumor (Figure 3). One last chemotherapy session was held in the fourth week for excluding the possibility of presence, even minimal, of tumor cells. The negative for TVT was obtained by cytological examination by fine needle aspiration and “imprint” (Figure 4).
DISCUSSION

Sticker tumors are tumors with unique characteristics, preferred location in external genitals and look like cauliflower. The pedunculated, nodular, papillary or multilobulated appearance; as well as firm, crumbly and hemorrhagic consistency, is characteristics of this type of cancer [3, 6]. In the present study we observed a tumor in the male genitalia of a canine patient with characteristics very similar to those described in the literature. The cytological evaluation of the tumor allows the determination of diagnosis of TVT, with or without histopathology [7]. Furthermore, the technique is simple to use, minimally invasive, fast and low cost [3]. In our study we used the “imprint” method (printing on microscope slide) for cytological assessment and we identified characteristic cell pattern of Sticker tumor.

The TVT diagnosed was classified as plasmacytoid, in view of its present aspect cells similar to plasma cells. According to some authors, the plasmacytoid tumors have higher malignancy and often show poor responses to chemotherapy treatment [8]. In our study we observed that the patients responded favorably to chemotherapy with vincristine sulfate intravenously, with regression of the tumor tissue after the second administration of chemotherapy and complete physical and cytological regression after the third application. Our results were similar to those reported by Olgivie [9], which achieved cure in 90% of dogs with TVT plasmacytoid after 3 vincristine sulfate applications.

Successes and failures of therapy with vincristine sulfate have been described in the literature. Some authors have reported that tumors in advanced stage not satisfactorily respond to treatment as vincristine sulfate, whose effectiveness is higher in tumors diagnosed early [10, 11]. Other studies analyzed the mitochondrial DNA fragments TVT and observed the existence of different cell lines with different levels of aggressivity, which might also explain the variation of response to chemotherapy [12]. It was not possible to determine the time course of tumor of this report, given that it was a stray dog.

Hematologic findings previously found the beginning of antineoplastic therapy showed RBC and leukocyte levels within normal values. We observed that the evaluated parameters related to red blood cells did not change throughout the treatment period. The leukocytic values showed an initial drop in the first week after treatment and remained swings up and down throughout the period. However, there was no significant leukopenia in time, suggesting that the prescribed therapy has low toxicity on these cells.

Some authors report changes in serum levels of certain liver enzymes due to treatment with vincristine sulfate. These changes are attributed to hepatic metabolism and biliary excretion of the drug [13, 14]. We found no changes in enzymes evaluated throughout the treatment period. We believe that the protocol used in this patient and the finding of no previous liver damage treatment contributed to the therapy did not result in damage to liver function. Also, we did not find changes in levels of urea and creatinine. Our results agree with those described in the literature when referring to the lack of toxicity of this antineoplastic drug on renal function [15].

CONCLUSION

Sticker tumor is a neoplasm with unique clinical features and can be diagnosed accurately, quickly and inexpensively through cytological evaluation. Therapy with Vincristine sulfate is effective even for tumors of plasmacytoid type with no or minimal liver and renal toxicity. The prevalence of this cancer is high in places where there is no effective population control of dogs. Therefore, there is an urgent need to implement preventive measures to reduce spending, the morbidity and mortality caused by the disease.
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